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People do
crazy thing
for e>...1Ia
ca h. p.89

Will Bush lead
us to war with
North Korea?
p.A4
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to The Pi es

By Nicole Service
editor-in-chief
For years, student who
live in Greenfield.
College Park, more commonly known as The Pines,
have relied on the bridge
that cro
the
ditch
between the outside world
and the campus to walk to
school.
Soon the 1 will have to
find another path.
The
Homeowner
Association of The Pine has
reque ted that Coastal tear
down the bridge behind
The Woods and The River
Dormitories in order to ~~~d
make it impo ible for tu- • .;00II.,.....
d nt to get from that part
of campus to The Pin .
The HOA ill cIo e the
gates to comp]et
off.
The bridges are on
Coastal property and belong
to the school; the gate are
the respon ibility of The
Pines.
Student

Possible addition to weight
room being discussed
By Nicole Service
editor-in-chief
Three years ago, a new freshman
dorm was opened. Last year, a large
Humanities and Fine Arts building was
completed. This year, the coordinators
of the various student activities were
given their own suite in the Student
Center.
Next year, an addition to the weight
room may be the biggest change on
Coa tal's camp s.
With a sharp increase in enrollment,
the exerci e needs of the students are
growing faster than the exercise facility
it elf.
The weight room has already undergone two eApansions. The original
space wa just the one room where the
free weights are now located. The room
was expanded to the first racquetball
court, and later the cardiovascular
equipment and other equipment were
added.
There is an internal proposal in the
works for yet another expansion, but it
has not been approved. The plan is to
take out the third racquetball court to
add upstairs and downstairs weight
facilities and change the fourth racquetball court into an indoor climbing
wall.
The campus recreation department
hoped that the project would be underway by the summer of 20.0 3, but with
funds being cut in many departments,
mo t likely be put off until the
it
summer of 2004, if it is approved at all.
"Two years ago, there was a 17-to-l
ratio of students in the weight room as
opposed to students playing racquetball,"
aid Jody Davis, Campu
Recreation Director. "Now that number
is even higher."
Many students are concerned that
the weight room is being expanded and
in turn eliminating the racquetball
courts because the new football team
needs more room to exercise. Warren
"Moose" Koegel, Athletic Director, said
this i simply not true.
"The athletic department has not
requested for anything to be done or
done anything with the student weight
room," Koegel said. "A weight room is
going to be put in the new facility to
accommodate the football and other
athletic teams."
Koegel added that the teams already
try to use the weight room only during
off-hours in order to keep it open to all

,,,ill

students.
Many students are excited about the
possibility of an expanded weight
room.
"I think that it's a good idea to
expand the weight room," said Dan
Gregory. a junior who works in the
Physical Education Center. "Student
population is going up, and even people
from the community come to use the
weight room. We could definitely use
the space."
Other students feel that taking out
the racquetball courts does a dis ervice
to the entire student body.
"I don't think the admini tration
should be making decisions without letting the students decide," said Sean
Brigg, sophomor.
"What makes
them think we want more weight room?
The climbing wall will be good becau e
I like to climb, but I also like racquetball. It's our money. so it should be our
decision."
Davis claimed that the department
is attempting to best serve the
tudents.
"This is not an anti-racquetball
movement," said Davis. "I love racquetball and think it's a great sport, but
a new facility is nowhere in sight, and
we must be innovative to meet the
needs of the tudents."
Davis added that the racquetball
court goe for long period without
being u ed, but the weight room i usually overcrowded. Putting a climbing
wall in place of the fourth racquetball
court will allow 14 to 18 tudents to
exerci e as opposed to two.
''If the swimming pool were packed
every day. we would be looking to
expand it," Davis said.
The weight room is not the only
thing that needs improvement in the
student athletic facility.
"What we really need is another
small gym," Davis said. "There are 60
intramural basketball teams playing on
one court. It goes from 4 p.m. until
midnight."
Without the funds to build a new
facility, Davi and the campus recreation department are attempting to
accommodate the greatest number of
students without taking away activities
that students enjoy.
Yet without
expanding the weight room, or by
expanding the weight room and getting
rid of the racquetball courts, that simply
may not be possible.
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SATISFY YOUR FRENCH FOREIGN
LANGUAGE REQUIREMENT WHILE
SPENDING FOUR WEEKS IN DIJON,
FRANCE DURING SUMMER II (July 5,
2003 to August 2,2003).
Ctl5tal is very plEffed to cffErfar 1iE first time, this un:iq.:e

qp:lrtunity to iInpI:.ue

}OX

f areigllang:Jaqa skills vbile

earning university credit.
The Program
Dijon is noted for its architectural

plendor, cultural hi. tory, ga tro-

nornical tradition. and renowned univer'ity. The. e attribute ' make it
a privileged location for learning all about

upplernent the cour e offering .
application or program mate·'~~:~~·'''' .. ~·V:l", .. «m
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L~tter to the editor and submis ion are
from the CCU community. All submi sions
not e; ce d 300 "ord and must include
phone number, and affiliation to th un
Submi~~ion doe not guar:mtee publicatIon.
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During the Fall 2002 em ter, campu crime va not
exactly a rare
occurrence.
Fortunately for ~"tudents, faculty and staff, most' of the aimes
were neither violent nor erio ,
but that does not mean that
they were not illegal, not to
mention inconvenient.
Here is a recap of the aime
that took place last emester 0
people will know the type of
crimes that are occurring rno
often and where, in hope of
avoiding similar circum tances
in the future.
These facts are based on the
crimes reported in "'The
Chanticleer Crime Log" from
Volume 39, I ue 8 to V. 39, 1.
15. Fall 2002 ~10 t Popular:
Petit Larceny. Larceny, and
Burglary OCC1..lfIed a total of 19
time .
-One person had hi wallet
stolen in the ~'eight room of the
P.E. Center.
-'Evo people had their wallets stolen 'while they w'ere playing flag football at the recreational sport< field .
-An unattended bookbag or
handbag \'<1 taken from three
different building: the Kearn ,
Prince and Edwards.
-A wallet was tolen from a
parked
caT
outside
of
Waccama,,' Hall and twelve
CD' ,:ere taken from a car
parked in lot FE
-The key were taken out of
an unattended nmning car that
,va
parked
ou id
of
Wa camaw Hall.
-$687.00 was taken from
the Athletic Administration
Building at one point, and later
$100.00 was stolen.
-An office of the P.E. Center
had $350.00 stolen from it.
-$315.00 \'as stolen from
the Singleton Building.
-Keams Hall was broken
into, the doors of one classroom
damaged and two televi io ,
two DVDNCR pIa ers, two
Kodak camera·, two laptop
computers and one CR were
taken.
The doml were also victimized by larceny.
-One Play tation 2, one
controlleI; and two games were
tolen from Elm Hall.
-One PIa r tation 2, tv·:o
controller , and one game, 'ere
taken from Maple Hall.
-Palmetto Hall experienced
the lan:env of a surfboard from
one of its ., room .

-A burglary in rVaccamaw
Hall occurred and a I
box
containing ] ,460 in cash and
important papers 'ra5
len.
Also in Waccama v Hall, a laptop computer va olen.
Fall2002 10st FrustratingDamage to 'chicl .
-1\\'0 12-inch white stripes
and orne mi sing paint were
found around th bum r of a
car park d in lot EE on
Foundcrs Drive.
-A vehi e in parking lot F
on Chanticleer Drive , ra5 1i und
with a damaged ri ht taillight
and scratches on th front p nger' sid door.
-A long cratch was found
on the ba of a car parked outside Waccamaw Hall.
-A car in parking lot BB '\\ra5
found with a 12-inch atch on
th right ide behind the rear
door.
-Outside of antee Hall, a
car' t~ was flattened and
there were cratches along the
right ide.
-AI 0 outsid of antee
Hall a vehicle had i pa enger' id window bro en.
-Th driver' ide '\\indo v
wa bro n out of a car in parkinglot Q .
Fall 2002 Mo Ori' nalDamag to vending machin :
The calling card machin in th
tudent enter \'a dama ed
o mon: and calling card
Gould be taken. Th police do
not know how much of eith r
were in fact stolen. AI 0, a
nack vending machin in the
Hwnaniti Building w damaged 0 nacks and money
could be cemo ed. Again, the
police do
no kno v th
amoun .
Fall 2 2 Hilarity-Ind ent
EAposure: A man wa found b
police urinating on a mall
bush behind th PE. Jeflter.
Th poli told him to go home
and 1 p becau h '\
clearly v
intoxicated.
Bust d!:
The e
ca e
involved peopI who committed one small aim or nothing
at all, but because they were
under the influenc of either
narcoti or alcohol, ended up
with serio . charge .
-'Ii '0 people tried to nter

Crime Log compUled from police reports ana interview by new. editor Jes ica McMun-er
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Camp.us
Briefs

-photos by Eric Draper and the
Associated Press/design by
Ray Brown
President George W Bush, along
with many ofther world leaders, is
concerned about IGm Jong-il
pulling North Korea out of the
Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty.
Now the United States has to
nervously wonder what North
Korea's nuclear capabilities are.

music,
Renaissance masterpieces to contemporary gospel and jazz. The
group is not related to Coastal
Carolina University; whose rna rot is also the feisty fowl.
The all-male chorus performs

more than 100 concerts a year
throughout the world
for more information or to

purcha e

tickets,

call

Wheelwright Box Office at 3492502.

Darryl Van Leer
performs one-man show
CCU ~will present actor
Darryl Van Leer's one~man sho~
Power on Earth, on 'lUes., Feb. 4 .
at 7 p.m. in Wall Auditorium as
part of the university's 2003
African American Celebration.
The event is free and open to the
public.
TIle show features vivid portrayals ()f SQmc of hi torts most
important
and influential
African·Americans. In the pro-.
gram Van Leer plays eight differ~
ent characters including Nat
Turner. Frederick Douglass,
Malcolm X, Martin Luther King
Jr. and Thurgood Marshall.
The how earned Van Leer a
nomination for the 1996 NAACP
Theatre Award. He perform th
how at more than 60 olleg
and universiti
a y ar. Van
Leer' york wa :t1 cog. ized by
th
ational A sociation of
Cmnpus Ac ivitie in 1994 a
"Best P, rforman e."
A nati re of Madisonville. ~ ~,
Van Leer is a graduat of Westenl
Kentucky University.
For more information, contact
Coastal'
Office
of
Multicultural Student Services
at 349-2863.

REPAIRS

The North I(orean
question: Does anybody

cont. from p. Al
off.
The chiller line rupture al 0
helped along some "preventative maintenance," allowing
Mungo and facilities management to remove some of the
asbestos in the Singleton
Building. Asbestos is a fiber
used in insulation that has
been know to cause cancer and
lung di ease in people exposed
to it for extended periods of
time.
According
to
Phillip
Massey, Director of De ign and
Engineering, the asbestos in
the Singleton Building in nonfriable, meaning that it is no
risk unles it is disturbed. The
line rupture made it necessary
for the a bestos to be exposed
and removed.
.
Even while being removed,
the asbestos po es no health
hazard to students or other
faculty in the Singleton
Building. Mungo said omeone is on ite to take air quality samples throughout the
proce s.
Once the leak occurred,
removal of asbesto
from
around Dr. Dennis Wiseman's
office, the f~yer and the
provost's office began. The
ceiling and floor in that area
will soon be free of a be to .
After this is completed, the
renovations in the provost'
office will continue.
.. It's more of a cheduling
concern than anything el e,"

kno'W 'What's cOIning?
By Jessica Bell
staff writer
News reports on different
magazines are all asking the
same question; does North
Korea have nuclear missiles
and are they planning to use
them if they do? The scary
part of all of this is that
nobody knows anything for
sure.
North Korea alarmingly
pulled out of the Nuclear
Non-Proliferation Treaty on
January 10th, 2003 which
was curious to many as the
treaty was created to stop the
spread of nuclear weapons
and to increase peaceful ways
to use nuclear weapons.
Britain, China, France, the
u.S. and Russia are all a part
of this pact. In 1993 North
Korea almost pulled out of
the treaty, however at the last
minute they changed their
mind.
During the beginning of
January, North Korea's leader
Kim Jong-il had his men send
weapon in pect.ors away as
they covered video cameras
inside the nuclear power
plant. Now there is no way to
know exactly what they are
doing and what they are
building.
Intelligence has
reported that almost all of
their nuclear research and
testing facilities are underground, which is just a little
suspicious.

CNN reported that "the
North Korea leader watched
the Gulf War closely and even
ordered a film produced that
analyzed the weak points of
the U.S. military."
Senator John McCain
announced Jan. 17 that North
Korea was in fact a bigger danger than Iraq.
Although
CNN reported that
Lee
Young Kuk, an old bodyguard
to IGm had said that he's
"afraid of the U.S." Which is
because, "He knows he can't
beat them."
North Korea has a reactor
for electricity that is able to
produce enough plutonium
for ten to fifteen bombs a
year. However, North Korea
said that their country has no
"hostile intent" even though
they have referred to the U.S.
as an "axis of evil" along with
Iran and Iraq.
The CIA and U.S.
Intelligence seem to be doing
all that they can to figure out
what exactly North Korea is •
doing and if they do in fact
have weapons. The idea that
they want attention, food ,
money and electricity has
been
mentioned pOSSibly
because they are afraid to be
forgotten
over
Iraq.
Although nobody seems to
know what is going on for
ure, one thing President
Bush aid that was reassuring
was that the U.S. has no
intention to invade.

Mungo said.
"Determining
who need to get in fir t and
who needs to finish up last."
Mungo aid th~t, while the
emergency renovation has et
back their time line a bit, facilities management has still been
able to keep some projects on
track. All of the exterior windows in Kearn Hall were
replaced over the holidays,
and the renovation of the
library was not affected.
"The main concern was to
get the library up and running
before thi
erne ter 'tarted,
and we were able to do that,"
Mungo said.
Even with the complication urrounding the chiller
line, CCU Provo t Peter ~arr
remains optimistic about the
renovation of hi, office area.
"I think (the renovation) i
pretty much on target," Barr
said. "Ther~ have been some
ups and down ,a always, but
it ha n't really gotten behind
schedule."
In the weeks before the new
erne tcr tart ed, much of the
Singl ton Building wa closed
off, which may have caused
orne confusion among
tudent and faculty.
«It' led to i~convenience,"
Barr aid. "In their defen e,
the r've dOne the best they
can. The day "hen the front
wa roped off were the mo ' t
confu ing, but I didn't really
hear anyone complaining."
Both Mungo and Barr
expect renov tion in th
Singleton Building to be completed by late March or earl
April.

T
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- Help Wanted: Up 0 $500/wk, PIl. preparing mailin.
ot
Sales. No ~'pCrience Required. Flexihle Schedul . (626)294-3215
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ot only do
tudents cro sing
The Pine to get
cont. from p. Al
to other propertie cau e
a
problem, according to Smith, but the nighttime activitie of tudents corning from the dorm
for parties are at 0 concern .
"The partying, noi e, litt ring, vandali m and di turbance hav become
problem ," Smith aid.
Chief Donald Brook of the CCUDPS ha al 0 heard the complaints.
"The Pines re idents aT omplaining about wild parties that take place in
there and tudents who aT walking
through and creating problem ," Brook
aid.
Brook al 0 confimled that the campus police have no involvement in the
ituation.
• Since Coa tal adheres to the good
neighbor polic~~ The Pine ha tried to
do the arne. One of the bigge t problem on oa tal's campu i the parking
ituation, and tudents being able to
walk from The Pine to campu alleviates that problem.
When told thi , Smith aid, "We
[The Pine ] have parking problem ,
too."
tud nts \ 'ho Ii nt apartment in

The Pine are strongly oppo d to th
f, nces being cIo ed and the bridge tom
down.
"Thi i putting all the students,
pecially r ident of The Pin ,in a
bad place," aid th 1undy, CCU enior and Pine re ident. "This i going to
cau e more traffic, more trouble, and it'
not going to get an 7 better. The am
thing ha happened before."
In the pa t, The Pine tried to impl'
block off the fence ,but tudents u ed
cutter to get through.
"Th re hould be om ort of compromi e that w can come to, like
locked ga ," Mund ' added.
Montague agree that a compromi
could b mad to _ati
both Th Pine
homeown rand tud n .
"Gat could b put up vith p ted
hours that fit both the need of th tudents and th oth r p op]e ,ho live in
The Pine ," Montagu aid. "It 'ouldn't be difficult to \\' rout th hour."
Of cour e, ODe of the major complain of The Pin i that ud n in
propertie urrounding Th Pine u it
a a thoroughfare. Thi ~'ould not olv
that problem.
ince the fen
have been cut
before, many p ople \ 'onder \ rh t 'ould
top tud nt from putting '0 den
boards over the dit h, using tho

Join us for an

SAA INFORMATIO
Information: AI mni Affairs
349-2541 • alumni@coastal.ed.u
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SGA projects underway
By Jennifer Sullivan
staff J-vriter
TIle Student Govemm nt As 0 iation i working on a numb r of new proj cts to b completed
thi seme ter.
"} want to I ave Coastal with a nice legacy and
I feel v ry honored to b
rving the tudent b dy
thi wa)( aid Brian Nunez, tudent Government
As oriation Presid nt.
In addition to th improv ments made to the
up tail' portion of the Student Center, the gameroom i al 0 facing chang . A new ping-pong
table a veIl a new funliture i going to be arriving, making the gameroom more enjoyable for students.
"I like th new gameroom much better becau
it's free," said Tim HaITi on, senior.
Other tuden ts still ee room for improvement.
"It vould be nic if we had omething in here
to play mu ic b ide the overhanging TVs," said
Ora Dukes, junior.
Mo t agree that the new garneroom i fulfilling
the goal the GA set for it.
"Th pool table are too clo e tog ther, but
other than that, it' great," said Angela Graham,
ophomore.
GA is al 0 asking tud nts to donate their
0\ '11 artwork for di 'play to make the room more
repre entative of the tudent at Coastal. The
change hould b in effect by the end of February.

AI 0, a de k i going to be built on the comer of
th old Coa tal Productions office on th backside
of Cino and will al 0 include a volleyball court.
Con truction i to begin in late pring.
Coa tal i al 0 getting a pirit rock. A pirit
ro k i' a large rock in a prominent area that different tudent organization take tum decorating
in honor of our chool. Originally, it wa to be di played in padoni Park, but the Spadoni famil r
ha offered to contribut to the r: modeling of the
park, including a new clock tower to b built before
Ul fir t football game. Alternative pots, uch as
closer to th ba eball fi ld or near the football stadium, are now being con idered.
For now,
Coa tal's pirit rock is residing in a quarry in Loris
until the logistics G..1n be decided.
There are other projects in the works too. A
propo cd online voting to decide SGA representativ i being considered. A project to include
more Chantideer-endor ed products for students
to buy is on Ule way be us of the football team
and the increa cd student population.
In early February. the SGA will be appointing
tudents to an anonymou committee to determine the vinner of the Profe or of ule Year
Award, which will be announced at the Honors
Convocation. If anyone is inter: ted, plea e contact Shawn Pa ;waters at 349-2318. SGA m eting' are h Id on Mondays at 3 p.m. in Wall 309.
Student input i welcome on any rca onable issue.

Televi • o
om a
By

icole en'ice
"tor-in-chi f

h
brand
n '\.,
Panasonic 54-inch te1evl'j n bouWtt for the fi novat ·d
gamcroom 'a
tol n on Jan. I I) bet e 1'1
t e hours of 6 and 9 p.m.
The CINO Grille \
open and op rational
wh n the th ft OCCUJ1i d.
"It' .a sham tha
e're trying to make the
gam room nice and one
p t on h. d to "",""~~"'!lI!'!"

If you have any questions or concerns please feel f ee to contact us.
Our office is located upstairs in the student center Room 203 (843) 349-2320
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-photo courte>y of Columbia Pictun
Martin Lawrence and Steve Zahn attempt to solve a murder mystery as hapless securit ' guards in uNational Sccurit)~"

For moviegoers, the period
from late winter to early spring
is a barren wasteland filled
with lackluster movies that
cause us to wonder why it is
we enjoy going to the cinema
in the first place.

14 Horoscopes
ad\VICE

15 Sex on the Beach

Sound familiar?
Well,
that's because the plot is routine and typical of this genre.
This is a sort of "buddy cop
action comedy," except that
the main characters are not
buddies, nor are they cops.

Two Old Men Answer ute's
Questions

movie, the character seems to
suffer from a total lack of any
moral barometer.
Steve Zahn is capable of
being a funny screen presence
(see "Out of Sight" or "That
Thing You Do!" for examples),
but here he seems to be acting through clenched teeth,
often just as annoyed with
Lawrence's action as t,he
audience. While the audience feels sorry for his character's misfortunes, they do
not necessarily sympathize
'with him. Hank is funny at
times, but usually ju t pitiful.
One of the movie's most
aggravating qualities is that
there are several funny actors
or character in the film who .
simply are not given enough
creen time. scrv veteran
Joe Flaherty make a brief
appearance as a ecurity trainer. A cameo by hilarious comedian Jeffrey Ross is completely wasted, as he only has a single line. And a woman who
gives Hank and Earl a lift has
an amusing, all too brief scene.
While on a stakeout little
over halfway through the
movie, Lawrence declares,
"Man, this is boring!" I actually did laugh at that line,
amused by how true his statement was. I can only hope
that Lawrence's next "buddy
cop action comedy" (this summer's "Bad Boys 2") is better
than this one.

NATIONAL SECURITY
Cover: College students get creative to earn extra cash.
design by Ray Brown

Need Money?
Need to make some extra
bucks? Tired of having no
money to do the things you
want? Well, here's your chance
to make some cash ... The Chanticleer is looking for ad sellers.
Itls simple, sell an ad to be .
placed in the newpaper and
make 10 % commission off the
sale. For more information
contact Nicole Service at
349.2330 or e-mail
chanticleer@coastal.edu

Case in point: "National
Security," the new film from
director Dennis Dugan ("Big
Daddy"). This movie epitomizes this type of slow-season
filler, but what else should we
expect from the director of
such
modern-day masterpieces as "Beverly Hills Ninja"
and "Saving Silverman?"
The story follows Hank
(Steve Zahn), a police officer
whose partner is killed on
duty, and Earl (Martin
Lawrence), a police academy
reject who becomes a security
guard. The two meet, and the
encounter results in Earl falsely accusing Hank of police brutality. Hank is stripped of his
badge and sent to prison for
six months. When he is finally released, he gets a security
job, which once again leads
him to cross paths with Earl.
Together, the security guards
attempt to stop a smuggling
ring being run by the men
who killed Hank's partner.

And frankly the movie is not
that funny.
Aside from the sc;ript's
hackneyed plot, the humor in
the film is always either slapstick or, more often, racially
motivated. Much of the film's
humor is more offensive than
it is funny. Lawrence's character i
particularly offensive,
coming across as a caricature
of the stereotypical AfricanAmerican. In his scenes at the
training academy, he offensively stands out against the other
recruits, making a mockery of
the police. It seems implausible and that anyone would
actually behave like he does
while training to be an officer,
and it drives a wedge between
the character and the audience.
Lawrence's character is
made even more despicable by
the fact that he never really
changes. From the time Earl
lies about Hank straight
through to the end of the
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Brian Martin's

"Entertainment ne\\7 taste better going do\\rn .

. NEW YORK

CIlY WIll

BE SAFE FOR ONE DAY

the e.: -e . Among th trib m mb r: on the mal
tribe, Tambaqui, a~ a triathlon coach and a roc et scienti t. The femal Jabaru tribe include a
swimsuit model, a deputy di trict attorney and a
deaf woman. 1\·..enty bucks ay the rocket cientist guy i the fir t per on voted off. We'll find
out on Feb. 13, when the series premif"Te _(photo
rourtesy of CBS.)
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UBounty" for movie
and game fans
By Brian Martin
assistant editor

Lu c a
Entertainment
given one of the mo·t
popular character of
la t ummer' "Attack
of the Clone "hi own
video game and provided "Star War" fan
with the action gaming
e perien e they have
been waiting for.
Jango Fett,
bOWlty hunter vho e
genetic tis ue wa u ed
to
create
the
Republic' clone arm r
in "Star War: Epi ode
II, " i given c nter
stage in the new game,
aptly titled "Star War:
BOWlty Hunter." Players L::'lke on the
Mandalorian battle armor and guide
Fett through 18 lev"'l a he travel from
planet to planet tracking various undeirable.
The story -picks up roughly ten year
b fore "Epi ode II," and find Fett
drawn in to a my teriou competition
with hi n mesi , Montro. Behind
thi pro po ition are Darth Sidious and
hi n w apprentice, Count Dooku.
Their ultimate goal: to eliminate a rogue
Jedi named Komari Vosa, a woman who
threatens to upset idious' plans to drive
the galaA,), to civil war. Along th wa)~
players witnes the roots of Jango" motivation in the movi .
Th action unfolds in a third-per on,
3D nviromnent. While Lu a art ha
b en produ ing c -ccllent "Star Wars"ba ed flight combat gam s for year,
their action/adventure game have
alway Jeft sometlling to be de ired.
The graphic capabilitie of next generation platform (X Box, Play tation 2
and GameCube) eem to have finally
olved thi~ probl m.
N ver have the worlds of th "Star
War " univ r e be nob autifully rendered in a video game. From the innocent (and not 0 inno ent) bystander
filling each level to the air traffic on capital world Coru cant, an
immense
amount of detail has be n put into the
game.
As one might expect, Fett ha plenty
of tricks up hi leeve (or gauntlet) to
u in capturing his quarry. All of the

weapons he used in the
movie are
here,
including hi
twin
blasters, flame thrO\ver,
toxic dart, whip ord
and, of cour e, hi ignature jetpack.
The game has an
effective targetjng sy tem, allowing players
to 10 k on two enemie

Celehrating its 25th year as a
world-class vocal ensemble,
.the San Francisco-based group
CHANTICLEER
has earned in ernational fame
for its flawless performances of
choral music, from Renaissance
masterpieces to contemporary
gospel and jazz.
(NI) reilltion to CoIl$IIll CnrolilUl u'm

"ty)

There are time when
the game will target an
enemy who i out of
range in tead of one in
plain ight, which an
be a problem, but uch
of~ices
in tanc are rar .
But the game i not
hoot-em-up.
Many level
have
7:30 p.m. • Wheel l ght Auditorium
tructural ob tade that mu t be overcome to move onward. This is one ar a
Informati nltick
where tile game's graphics definitely pay
off ~nilio~h wnre~ilie taks ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
might border on fro trating, the game
looks so good that player
probably
won't mind too mu h.
A is the ca e with many of today's
third-per on game , the camera 'will at
time work its way into an inconvenient
10 ation \vhich make it a chall nge to
guide Fett in the right direction or, most
importantly, keep from falling into a pit.
Although the push of a button will center the camera behind F 'tt, an obstacle
E)!!!
(such a a wall) will occa ionally make
thi impo sible.
The cinema cut cene look a good
a any film, adding to th en e of 1>riencing an actual" tar War" movie.
The'e are enhanced by th voice actor,
including emuera Morri on, the a tor
who portray d Fett in "Attack of the
$500
CIon ."
Mu i al cu aT quietly brought up
a nemi draw near, befof e~"ploding
TH'URSDAY
into a fuU-volume fan fan.: a gunfight·
begin. The mu ic i eompil d from varTHAN
iou . orehe tral recording from the", tar
War " film, a well as ollle original
compo ,ition .
Overall, "Star Wars: Bounty Hunter"
gets a 9 out of 10. The game's few fla\'\'
NCKAGES EX 11lE APRIL 30, 2003
are made u.p for by the mind-blowing
graphi and ound. If you're a "Star
<Si1IJ ~~ ®llBa-w~ ~tt%JltttI~
War " fan, or a fan of action game , t.ake
a hot at this one. Let' hop' for a
sequel tarring Tango' kid someday.

c
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The best Super Bowl pa t' e
By Betty Turner
staff writer

uper Bo '1 XXXVII 'eekend i fa t
If you're wand ring
approa hing!
\ 'here the cheap b er, bottoml
na
bowl and b t gam viewing in MyrtJ
Beach i , then read on. Be awar that
mo t of the e \\rill eJl.l'ect re ervation .
- am n ad' Tavern \il1 ho t a
, up r Bowl P rty nd Golf Toumam nt.
Th toumam nt tart at 10;00 am nd
th t off tim i at II: 0 m at th

-Planet HollY' rood i
ho ting a
uper
Bm rl
party
"Hollywood
rle."
25
"ill g t 'au
ring
and
pizza for th
entire length
of the gan e
along
rith
Mill r Lit nd
Ice
Hou'
pit her. You
mu r

am n
orth IGng Highwa' in
all 497-05 O.

OWFO
Remember to complete your FAFSA early (i.e. as soon as you do your taxes
in January or February). The 2003-2004 FAFSA application is now
available in the Financial Aid office. An ins ruction brochure for co p e Ing
the FAFSA on-line is also available.

•

For the 2003-2004 acaqemic year, all new and continuing Coa tal sc ola
eClp ts will be required to complete he FAF A to determ. e an a
cost of attendance.
Students and parents can apply for a Pion www.fafsa.ed.go immecha el
The PI is your electronic signature. By applying onhne and ign 9
with your PIN, the application may be processed within 5 to 7 da a
the student to be considered for the best po sible nancial a. pac a9 .
***P 10 lTV DEADLI E I A
L 1 T.
Check your Coastal e-mail for continuous upda es. All Coa tal studen
been assigned an e-mad address. If not, please con act tuden Co
at 349-2908 as soon as possible.

u 'ng

If you have qu stions about any of the above informatio or about Financial

in eneral, please con ct our office a 843 349-2313.

i

DO YOU

AVE

WHAT IT
TAKES
TO' FILL
TH 'S SPA E? . .
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Holiday Movie Roundup: the bes of t e ea
still in theaters
By Brian Martin, Franklin Semones,
NicQle Service and Jennifer Sullivan
Chanticleer staff

film goe on, in a en e
own character.
Nicola' Cage i at hi best in thi
film, playing both Charlie and fictional
brother Donald. The brother are about
"'The Lord of the Rings: The 1\vo
a different a two people can be, and
Towers"- The second in tallment of the
although the 1"\\'0 only appear together
adaptation of J.R.R. Tolkien' epic trilowith the help of orne lick editing, the
gy continued the story begun last year
in "The Fellow hip of the Ring" without comedic harmony the T hare i amazing.
-BM
missing a beat. While thi film took
"Chicago"- If you're like me, ou
more liberties with the source material
wi
h
that pe.()ple broke into pontaneou
than the previou, film did, it wa just a
ong and dan!=e more often in life.
entertaining and engaging.
1a Tbe it can't happen to you, but it
• "The Two Tower " hinges on action
doe happen in "Chicago." Thi tagescenes much more than "Fellow hip"
to- creen adaptation i fun, intere ;ling
did, e pecially at the film's conclu ion,
depicting the massive battle between and great for all the daydreamer out
there.
"
the force of Saruman and the people of
In the pIa', the ongs that Roxi ,
Rohan at Helm's Deep. It is easy to forplayed by Renee 'Ze.lh reger, sing hapget that the film's running time i
pen in the moment. In the movie, they
around three hours.
are Fanta ie that he ha ,,'hile the
The film also boa ts some of the be, t
world continues revolving around her.
computer animation I've ever een.
Gollum was easily the rno t developed Thi technique give the movie the realism that orne musicals put to creen
character in the entire movie, and also
lack. After ail, we've already establi 'hed
the most fun to watch. The life-like
that people do not burst into ong in the
qualities of the character are absolutely
real world.
amazing. right down to the movements
Zellweger, Catherine Zeta-Jones
of his lips and nostrils. -BM
(Velma)
and Richard Gere (Billy Flynn)
"Adaptation"- From director pike
give e>..traordinary perlormances.
one
Jonze and 'writer Charlie Kaufman, the
of them out hine the other ,and the
team' behind the offbeat existential comallow the plot to carry itself. I wa rno t
edy "Being John Malkovich," come thi
film about . . . well, Charlie Kaufman impres ed by supporting performances
by Queen Latifah (Mama), who stole the
adapting a book called "The Orchid
potlight ,·hen he wa on creen and
Thief" into a script for . . . uh, thi
John C. Reilly (Roxie' husband), \vho
movie.
vas so sympathetically stupid that, no
The film add a new dimension to
matter how amu ing I found Roxie, I
the whole "chicken or the egg" debate,
wanted to cry along with him. and constantly challenges viewer to
"Two Weeks otice"- If I told you
think about what they are ~,ratching.
that Marc Lawrence i a brilliant comeCharlie's script seems to evolve as the
dy writer, you till might not ru h out to
see "T, '0 Week
otice." Then let me
tell you that thi i a
great corned 1 filled
to the brim with the
kind of slnart banter
that will definitely
mak you laugh.
While
andra
Bullock may eem to
be playing "her u ual
role as the awkward
soulmate in di gui e,
this time he i doing
it with the always
Hugh
-photo courtesy of Intn7let Movie Databas~ charming
Grant, whose facial
Leonardo DiCaprio stars as Frank AbagnaJe Jr. in teven pieJberg's late
expressions alone will
flick, "Catch Me If You Can. ~ DiCaprio plays the youngest person ever on

tars a both 11 rh and Donald
pike Jonze and Ch rlie Kaufman

leave you chuckling. Th
are 1"\\'0 p 0pIe you want to e together, but their
keep
ridiculous]' funny tubbornne
g tting in the vay.
I liked this movie: the characters, th
'ay they talk, the one-line jok and
the obviou chemi try. The ca t h d a
good time making it, and you ill hay
a good time vatching it. Thi i a good
date movie that will definitely I av ou
"ith good spirits and a smile on your
face. -J
"Gang of ewYork" and "Catch M
if You Can"- Thi Chri tma ea on a'
the relea e of 1"\'0 hi hI anticipated
mo .e tarring Leonardo DiCaprio, in
probably th mo hated comp ti .on
an actor ha had \\ith him elf in
well, DiCaprio' "The Man in the lro~
Ma k" attempted to top "Titani " at
the box office. Hi fir t rel
, "Gang
of e\' York," directed b Martin
or e, 'a originall' ch duI d f, r
Chri tma 2 0 I, but 'a delay d or
number of rea on , from po - ~Pt mb r
11 sympathy to n epi tim length
(rumored at over 3 hours). Hi oth
f lease, "Catch Me If You Can,
ra
director . t ven pielberg' follo '-up to
la t ummer' much-heralded ci-fi
thriller "!\1inority It port."
Hone tl • the mor: anticipat d of th
two had to have been" ang 0
York, n a proje
cor
intend d on
in
making after "Taxi Driver" ba
1976. The movie stars DiCaprio a a
young Iri h-American who return to
ew York to avenge hi father' death.

Although

o

TI

ver lon, starrin

veT pal £ r C 1ple ing
k
When I was nior in high mooI. rack onto th oals and had been cook
ever would have been don for free.
I really want d to go omewhere for mg there for about thirty minu es for
"On New Year' Ev , my friend aid
yo dollars." said ean Kobo , junior.
Spring Break. Probl m as, I a omof arc al by he ouId give me a dollar if I jumped
pletely broke. Did I let that stop me? "it I oked lIke a pi
en, and fie got really .ck later. Come in the Flint Lake lake,'" sa'd Vincent
Don't be ndicul
It was a piece of Russo, sophomore. .uN one was here,
My best friend and I pa ed up her to hink ot it, rna
so I ran naked to °t, sUpped and fell flat
car and drov to Colorado, where we charcoal. ¥.
lat' nothing. Once I made a on my face before 1 made i there, and
obtained job as lift i ket scanner .
dr. taba co sauce, jumped into the water en though it
We worked fr m 7 a.m. until 4 p.m .• m.ixttlte of sugar
alt and pepp r, ho k it un '1 it was freezing cold and raining. I'm tilI
skied at nigh for hi , lived in th
ick, and I never got the dollar."
employee hou ing without paying rent became a liquid and sh6 it through my
Would he ever pull a tunt like that
and ended up making over $500 on our nose," said Drew ifd, ophomore. "I
did that for a dollar, bu I don't thiJik I again.
little vacation.
With a shrug, Rus 0 repli d, ''I'm
eve.r got it. I don't rem mber."
Thus my rapid lid Onto coUegiat
al ay quick to get naked."
Bird is 0 th
poverty was begtl .
The average c lIege tud n
lives on mon y amed from a
. part-time job, and in Myrtle
Beach where rno tud ts are in
the service industry. mainly a
waiters. this does not exactly plU-'
duce enough
h to make wallets groan ag "nst the weight of
all that mone. Quite the opposite. Most of us live a painfull
obvious hana-to-mouth existence, and
til we're done
being educate , we have
ourselves to being poor.
But as my sporadi ttip to
Keystone proves, that doe
necessarily mean we cannot have
fun, nor does it mean we are not
open for every opportunity
pick up some tia dough.
Frankly, wh t some of us have
done for money i downright disgusting.
"Eric Tea~e once ate a stick
of butter and threw up allover
his dorm room all night long. J1
said Scott Hucks, enior. "He
did it for a dollar."
Other sourc indicate
Teague will do ju about anything for a b
and a laugh.
Some people arg a bit more
for completin 'milar tasks.
"Brian Tr
Bank account empty? You'd be amazed at how cheap a ki vacation can be jf you are willing to work for it.
sausage that t
U

Perhap th
ev ts
0 e for
adten ine rush and humor than
they are for th mon , but you can bet
the stake
rere no small f ctor in
determining the eriousness of the exer-
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Step Into The Light:
Dave Matthews
Winter Tour 2002
By Majeed Fick
staff writer
December 13, 2002:
I am hivering outside of the United
Center 'while waiting for
the door to open on a
cold hicago night. No
one likes to bring a coat
into a concert, so I find
myself among ah array of
fans wilJing to suck it up
and freeze for the band.
A small black-lab
puppy run up, gives me
a sniff and moves on
through the crowd. A
young woman soon follows, and calls "Marley,
be a good boy." Her
dreadlocks are snow covered, and he is wearing
some kind of hippie
dre s that looks like my
mom's maternity clothes
in all the pictures.
Suddenly,
she
approaches me and says
with a comforting smile,
"Do you
like hemp
necklaces?"
Before I
have a chance to answer,
she unrolls her blanket
covered with glass pipes
and necklaces, twisted
hemp designs with wood
and glass beads.
I immediately pau
to realize that the scene
outsid of the United
Center was a common
cliche of what college
students
reminisce
about. Somehow amid t
a slough of beer-happy
fraternity boy
and
sorority girls, there is
room for the hippie and
her dog, and 30,000
other very diverse fans.
That was the difference
between this show and
every other concert that
I have seen, the diversity.

There w re as many
older men and women as
young kid. I am in awe
watching them all, partying in the parking lot as
if the r are peer. I see
om running around
and inging the catchy
chorus of the band's
famou
ong, "Two
tep"- "Celebrate we
wiII, cause life is hort
but sweet for certain ... "
There is only one place
that I can be ... a Dave
Matthew Band concert.
ThrQugh the ear
piercing loudness of the
arena's capacity crowd, I
catch a few words from
the loud speaker "Y' all
smell good this evening,"
says Mr. Matthews, and
the how begins. The
concert starts with the
ong "When The World
Ends," a newer crowd
favorite
that builds
momentum and is a perfect sample of their
uniqu ~
tudio album
"Everyday." It seems like
the crowd can't help but
t: ed off of the band's
musical energy, no matter what ong is being
played.
The rhythmic and
quirky guitar playing of
Dave Matthews fits his
swaggering and smoky
voice that reflects the
like of Sting or John
Mayer.
He has an
uncanny dance tyle that
keep the attention of
the girls singing along
word for word. There is
just omething about hi
boyi h charisma that is
consuming and is almost
like easy-going entertainment.
Bassist
Stephan
Lessard and drummer
Carter Beauford know

how to keep a crowd
dancing with their deep
grooves that make a
rhythm section most
bands would die for. This
wa. best shown when
the r played their more
edgy ongs such a "Too
Much" and "Two Step."
The tc:x'turization elements that violini ,t Boyd
Tinsley and saxophonist
LeRoi Moore bring to
the table are more likely
to be found in a late
night jazz club than an
arena concert. Both having wide ranges of musical ability, they stretch
out during long jams and
it is the uniqueness of
the band's sound as a
whole that allow them to
do so. Their greatness
shines through during
the jams of the more
famous songs "What
Would You Say;" and
"Crash."
Dave came out with
only his drummer for the
fir t song of the encore.
He says,"1 'wrote this
song about a man who
believed
in
one
thing ... peace," referring
to the war brewing in
Iraq. "If y'all have anyone you know in the
military, you tell them I
aid to have a peaceful
Christmas
and New
Year." He then played
the Christmas song.
To end the show on a
lighter note, the rest of
the band returned and
they jammed an interactive
version
of
"Everyday" in which
Dave ang a duet with
the crowd putting smiles
on everyone's face before
we all had to return to
the cold Windy City
weather.

Pi Kappa Alpha
pring Rush 2003
Scholars Leaders Athletes

WhY rush

entlemen

~IKE?

-largest Fraternity at Coast I
-Flag Footb II champs for 3 years ·n a row
-Unbe table social rty scene
-A way raising money for chprity
-Actively participates in comm nity ervice
-Inifated more em rs ast seme ter han
all oth r fraternities on campus comb·ned

Rush

eek 20

eet . e§r:eeks: Wall Buildi 91 6 p.m.
Tues. lL28-BiI iards: M e in front of Student Center
at 6:30 p.m.
Wed.1I29-Hooters Wing ParJx: Meet in front of
Stude t Center at 7 p.m.
Thurs. /30-Cookout: Commons, 6:30 p.m.
t 2/1-Bid Day Pad)': By invito ·on only

For m.ore info about Pi Ka p _ __
Check out our websi e:

http;/lww2.coastal.edu/pikes/
Or contact u h Chairm nf Rich Partenio, a (843)997-5951
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Variety of acto s
By Majeed Fick

staff writer

.
} lolly, 'ood' acting community gath red on Sunda,' to ha T a
fe ,'. drin
and celebrat the
60th Annual (Tolden
Award. Thi 'ar' ho \'
'a
mor urpri ing than pa t v ars
nen one mOVle or how dominated acro the board. Th re
va a ,rid range of
it eem d lik t} r va an
Mar c t receivil g (,lob
night.
Speechle , Jennifer Ani ton
va the onl T p r on urpn d
\\ hen sh r eived th award for
best actr s in a TV seri
mu ical
r
cOOled T
Shalhoub won the a\ 'ard a
in th am category.
lIBO'
"Curb
Enthu ia m" took home
award for be tOOled r/musical
television ri . Director Robert

Jack

r un··r 51:UCIeIft

51,.........
Gro pi j

College fundraising m~de Simple, Safe and Free.
~

~

,

...i

Multiple fundra"sing options a -ailab e No carwashes
Fund.rrusing dates e filling quickly Ge
t
e

10% off food order

he

0

raff es

Icelandic band original and mellow
By Emerson Dyer
staff writer
If you're sick of the glamour pop
fvlTV music and are ready to try something new, I might have an over the
counter remed '.
It' from Iceland.
And it' called Sigur Ros.
The name translate to "victory
rose," and th y ound like Radioh ad
meet Pink Floyd' ballads, but ofter.
Th ong ar imple but om hm' compIe , end they leave you feeling empty
but full, blank but at the arne time
enlighten d.
Confu ing, ye , but al 0 good.
They have an ambient/haunting
ound, and I'v never heard anything
like it. Being from Iceland, th I ad
singer/guitari t Jon i ing, obviou ly, in
th Ie landic language, but h al 0
throw in orne made up word to fit the
mu ic. II al 0 play hi guitar with a
violin bo\'. And they have a tring ection with them at show and on their
new cd titl d ( ).
Yeah.
I bought the album at the on-campus
bookstore (which urpri ingly ha a very
chic collection).
ot only i it titl d ( ),
but the ong ' are untitled and the book
it come 'with ha no words in it. No picture , either. So after reviewing the cd
case and the booklet and their web page,
\\'hi h i al 0 very cool, I hav decided
that tll yare the coolest non-American
band .... ver.
That' right, Zepp lin and Beatles
fan . Thi i the future we're tc'\lking
about. The e guys are cool. Don't get
me wrong, thi isn't the typ of music
you would play at a bar or a party, and
it' not the type you would blast from
your whip as you ride down th boulevard on your dub while your pa enger
lace hi Air force ones, or whatev r.
It' v~ry mellm'. It's
the kind you put on
when you're in a deep
thought mood or relaxing and getting away
IMti,}!@mn
from the world.
It al 0 works quite
well a a edative. Ver T
potent. They laim to
be "bringing you the
beautiful land cap of
their homeland to
you"
in
music. How
band hav
done that?

many
foreign
bands
have
beautifully landcaped
homeland. Certainly
ot the B atle .
Here are a
fe v more bit
and pieces you
might want to
know.
Th ir
song
about ix minute and go to ....
weU, , 'henever.
One of th ir
ong i on the
"Vanilla
Sky"
oundtrack and
it' titled"
g-englar."
They
played
a
under th alia
"whm" (we hate
mu ic) and billed
themselve
Sigur Ro cover
band. They have
four
album.
"Von"
which
mean
"hope,"
was their fir t.
.. ,'
b
'
-photo cOllrte>y 01' LIllI1lCh! Mil ic
von
rigai, ' The members of the Icelandic hand Sigur Ros try to capture the crcnity
'J
of their
which
means homeland in their music.
"disappoint- -----------------------------------------------------ment" i their second one and is kind of tickets are 25. You hould be abl> to
a remix album. The third, '~egaetis figure out how to find them some, 'here
Byrjun," whi h means "a good b gin- on the net.
So if any of thi ound like omening," and finally () which means ( ).
They recorded th () album (which thing you might want to tr)~ check out
in case you forgot means ( ) ) in an their \ 'eb page at w,'" '.sigur-ros.com. Or
abandoned \vimming pool lot. Orri the go buy their n walburn, ( ), or even
drummer i listed in the Icelandic (gasp) download a few of their ong
phoneb ok as a janitor, a job whi h he from the Intemet. It might be iU gal,
but so is parking in the gra when the
has n ver had.
Sigur Ros come to the states for a parking lot i full at the Wall Building.
tour beginning March IS. The closest You might even be prompted to buy an
album. They have four.
they come to Myrtl
o if you'r on
Beach is Atlanta,
who looks to mu i
and
for peace, thi tuff
i great. And .. .it'
safer than
drug.

Dinner Theater
$29.95

1/25

Cousin
Homer Band
$5

1/29
Finch wI
Autumn to Ashes & Salem

$10.17
7p,m. (door: 6p.m.)

2/1
Five Finga
Dismount
$5
11 p.m. (door: 10 p.m.)
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NDRDSCD"S
Aquarius (January 20-February 17): A new
opportunity not only presents new prospects, but new
problems as well. Weigh both the pros and the cons
carefully to be sure to make the right decision. Just
because an option seems ea y doe not mean it is your
only one.
Pisces (February 18-March 19): It eems as if
your professional life is £ina]]y beginning to settle
down. Ihke some time to focus on your personal life.
A harmle s flirtation could turn into something more,
but nothing will happen if you only focus on your
,'ork.
Aries (March 20-April 19): It took a while to settle into a new groove, but now that you have, life just
keep getting better. Make sure you et new goal each
time you reach an old one and remember that you \\ill
get nothing accomplished if you merely sit back and
wait for things to happen.
Taurus (April 20-May 19): Indecision is not a
good feeling, e pecially when you are on the brink of a
major change. ' This period in your life does not have
to be marked \\ith nervousne and pessimism. Keep
an open mind and do whatev r you feel is right, not
nece arily what everyone else tell you to do.

I':

.S7""",

IU

Gemini (May 20-June 20): If you are u ed to
leaning on other people when you need upport, it
may be time to take more responsibility for yourself.
Yes, friends are great to count on when you need them,
but maybe you need them a little too much. Rely on
yourself and you are much les likely to b disappointed.

Libra (September 22-0ctober 22): Sometimes
friends go their separate way, and sometime tho e
friendships are not worth rebuilding. Just becau e you
have not talked to someone for a long time do s not
mean you have to fe 1guilty. If you do not genuinely
miss a per on, it might be best to lei go.

Cancer (June 2 I-July 21): Sometimes it may eem
like the re t of the people in the world have no idea
what they are talking about ever, but keep in mind
that there are many people out there who ar marter
than you. Taking their advice once in a while \ ill not
hurt.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21): If you are
feeling burned out by chool, that is not a good ign.
After all, it is only the beginning of the ernest r.
Make sur to take ome time for your elf to have fun
with friend 0 they can rejuvenate you for the year to
ome.

Leo (July 22-August 22): Your catterbrain need
to get it elf organized for the upcoming erne ter. If
you want the Spring to be less tre ful than th Fall,
start writing down as 'ignment and not putting them
off until the night before or the day of. You will thank
yourself in the end.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21):
Christma i over, but you feel like you ha e on mor
celebration left in you before you really settl in for the
chool year. Do not blow all your ca h on drinking and
other form of ent rtainment. Sav up . 0 you will not
be broke.

Virgo (August 23-September 21): You have
remained ilent about many troubling is ues for a long
time, and it i time to peak your mind. If you feellik
you will not be happy unle you ay omething, ay it.
However, ay it ta tfully so you do not up et p opl
needlessly.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19): A change
in lifestyle may not b what you want. but it might
very well be what you need. '%ether you d cide to
at healthier, relax mor , worry Ie ,or anything el
that you might feel like changing, do what you knm '
you hould have done long ago.
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Two old men an
u

er life' q e

By Alfred Cheraw, a Conway native, and Er kine tineburn,

born and bred on the mean streets of ew York Ci
Dear Two Old MenI love my boyfriend and would
never leave him for the way he 100 ,
but he e ms to have packed n th

g nna 100 n
rna ter how pret

rna azm
ua

n

'11~~I~~~i~5~~i~~~l'il~1!ll!;~;I~I~1
weight over the holida
I leno he
J
him motivated to hed the ex ra
TS.

'/. if·• :i<····.· »\}

pound. VVhat hould I do?
-Weighing My Options

Alfred' Response:
Dear WeighingVVhat' with all you vomen and
'our fro-fro dieting regime ? My wife
trie to make me tofu hamburge til<!
I don't know the difference between
cows and lettuce.
Then ou got that anno ring
Richard Simmon prancing all 0 er
my televi ion, saying that he' got the
answer for all the eniors who are trying to stay in hape. Yeah, me too,
buddy. It' called punching you in
your huge, round head.
Then there are all tho e diet pill
out on the market. I would probably
die of heart failure if I ever took on
of tho e. My granddaughter take
them, and he acts like the dang old
Energizer Bunn r done got him elf a
big bag of upper . The girl shal<! like
a leaf, can't concentrate for more than
five minute , but by God, he don't
weigh no more than I 15 pound .
~il•••~.~1
Then again, girl toda are kinn
as sin. If they lived fifty years ago,
they'd never be able to pull th plow
through the mud.
They'd have
cracked in half fir t.
eem to m
that it' better for regular women to
be u eful than attractive. That'
what movie tar and the ladie in the
"gentlemen" magazine are for.
Once Eddie Simpkin got caught
on the playground with orne nudi
pictures of hi next door neighbor,
pretty gal by the name of Eleanor. I
thought our teacher wa going to belt
the livin' daylight out of him, but she
sorta looked at tho e pictures til<! h
was wishing for omething and told
Eddie to spend the rest of reces in the
comer. Then he tore up tho e pi tures and threw' em away like she wa
ridding the world of somethin' terrible.
So, to answer your question, a few
extra pounds don't make a lady ugly.
As long as your knickers still fit fine, I
wouldn't worry. Your boyfriend is

without you w m n

attention in Hom
ombing your hair,
actually coo
om thin that ta t
g od. I think what you hould do i
pend Ie tim 'atching oap Opera
and eating bon-bon , and pIC up
frickin' cookboo
Ev ntuall , you n find tha coo ing a good meal i ju t
a vauuming, ewing, poll bing th furniture c r whatever el
ou do while
men are out making th baron. As
your boyfriend for a few bu
and go
to Macy'. That' where m moth r
got her cookbooks from.
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Evan' estates. The producers told the women
that their man wasn't
Reality TV take a able to m et them in his
very day life setting due
twi t with Fox's new
show, "Joe Millionaire." to his extraneou chedEveryone
eem to be ule a a millionaire.
How real can someone
talking about this grand
be
if
they think you are
and unique idea with lOts
$50 million anyworth
of enthusiasm. The show
is getting incredible rat- way? I gue s we'll find
ings and is a huge step out a the remaining
forward for reality dating women ght for 28-yearold Evan Marriott. ThL
programming.
I was getting sick of show IS one step ahead of
by giving thi
show
Hke
"The the oth
Bachelor. " a similar pro- fairy tale story a po ibly
I
gr
that runs on ABC. disastrous ending.
think
that
it
is
great
how
Th re i no ri k in falling
in love with a man who is Evan giv s the girl little
worth millions, so Fox hints that he' a broke
1V had a good idea when joke. When it wa time
they told 20 women a lit- for the date • he and the
t]
-hite Ii about a regu- girl got down and dirty
lar Joe.
Among the shov ling coal and pickworn n are successful doc- ing grapes. At. the end of
tor, businesswomen and the serie they are all
going to see how the
bankers.
pieces
fit together. It is a
o here' the deal. We
great
way to keep an
have this guy who doe n't
kno v the difference audience captivated as
b re n white and red th h w o n .
I remember seeing the
wine because he make
first
episode, when Evan
$19 thousand a year as a
fell
off
of a horse the first
construction
worker.
Mter some training from time he meets the girls. It
his new "official" butler, kept me entertained seePaul Hogan, he learned ing that this guy is so far
how to ride a hor e, set a from the man they are
table and open wine bot- saying he is. Will the lie
ties so he doesn't look like ruin his chances, or will
true love prove that it
a complete hoax.
can't
be bought?
Fox flew the 20
Your
guess is as good
women to stay in a
as
mine,
and that is what
chateau in France, claiming that it is one of keeps me watching.
By Majeed Fick
staff writer

the hm f creators overlook
one important a pect: it doesn' matter if it' a $10 million
lie, a $ I million lie or even a
50,000 thousand Ii , it's still
a lie. The m.arriag woUld.i{t
£ because of the 50 million,
but because he's a liar.
What I hate most about
this show i Evan~s way of testing the contestant'
"'true"
personality. In one epi ode, he
says that he wants to separate
the materlali~1ic women from
the non-materialistic women.
His idea? Taking the girls out
on dates tlYtt include pickin
grapes in thirty-degree weather
and shoveling coal from an old
steam train. As these girls
whine over the rows upon
rows of vines that must be
picked, Evan comment on
which girls are genuine.
Call me materialistic, but
my idea of a first date does not
include (a) being outdoors in
freezing weather (b) breaking a
sweat or (c) performing some

FROM THE SGA OFFICE
Hello fellow chanticleers! Government Officer, the elecThe SGA officers and I would tions will be in March.
be
like to welcome you all back t~ Additional details will
Coastal. I am looking foroffered later in the semesward this semester to
serving as
your
Recently; the
Student
Body
big screen televiPresident. Your
sion has been
SGA has several
stolen out of
the
ambitious projgame
room of the
ects planned
in addition to
Student
a full agenda.
Center.
I
Projects
think this
include
the
theft
is
unfortunate
completion of
the
Student
because
it
Center Game
ruins
the
Room and a
game room for
Student Center
the rest of the
deck, to name a
students
who
couple. The SGA will
enjoy it. The SGA
has worked hard to
also carry on its rich
tradition of the POTY SGA PRESIDENT provide a more stu(Professor
of the BRIAN NUNEZ dent-friendly meeting
Year) Award and
place for students to
Spring elections. I encourage enjoy. SGA would like to offer a
everyone to check out the confidential cash reward of
many clubs and organizations $250 leading to the recovery
Coastal offers at Club and and arrest of the perpetrator. If
Organization Day, Jan. 29 on you have any information,
the Prince Lawn.
please feel free to contact the
If you have a genuine inter- Office of Student Activities at
est in serving your student 349-2303. All information
body
as
a
Student will be kept confidential.

,.

HUGE, UNHEALTHY OBSESSION

These days it seems as if
the nation is as gung-ho about
stamping out obesity as
George Bush is about invading
Iraq. While obesity may be a
big problem (no pun intended), it should not be the
nation's main focus It seems
as if lately you can pick up
almost any newspaper or magazine and read about the
issue, whether the article is
informing the public of the
dangers of being severely overweight or the latest at-home
workout. And of course we
have all seen commercials for
. today's "miracle diets" promising nearly ,instantaneous
results. I am certainly not an
expert, but if you ask me, I
bet the only thing they will
really promise you is a double
date with a toilet seat and a
roll of Ultra Charmin.
All joking aside, I think the
intensity with which the media
is portraying this issue is a little much. There is no perfect
body image that we all need to
obtain. Go to any doctor and
they can give you the average
height and weight for males
and females at any age. And
again, those are only averages.
Look around at the people in

your classes-we are all different
heights, weights and builds. It
has a lot more to do with
genetics than the latest dieting gimmick. We all need
some sort of exercise to keep
our body healthy; whether it is
walking, swimming or working
out in the gym, but that does
not mean going on a crash diet
to lose weight.
The pressing issue today is
obesity-being severely overweight to a point where your
general health is endangered.
Everyone had a little "chub"
here and there, so if that is all
you have, don't worry. If you
are going to start an exercise
routine, 1Jlake it fun. Do it
with friends and do something
you enjoy-remember that the
objective is to keep you
healthy, not cause you stress.
And before starting any sort of
diet, be sure to talk to your
doctor to decide what is best
for you. it is pretty standard
for most people to get a yearly
check-up or physical, so
chances are that if your doctor
thought you needed a weightloss program, you would,
already know. Just don't buy ~
into all of the media's
increased attention to weight.

Instead of turning workouts and healthy eating habits
into a fad, the media should
be more responsible. They
should spend more time and
energy gettiftg the word out to
Americans about how to live
healthy lifestyle by eating
right and getting regular exercise, rather than spending so
much time standing on a sidewalk filming the backsides of
overweight people as they
pass. The media also needs to
let people know the difference
between obesity and a few
extra pounds, rather than send
the message that if you aren't
a twig or that if you don't see
rippling muscles when you
look into the mirror then you
have some work to do. And in
tum, Americans need to learn
how to eat responsibly and in
a healthy manner, rather than
sue McDonald's because they
are overweight after eating Big
Macs every day for a number
of years. So be smart, make it
fun, and guy or girl, shape or
size, let your beauty show '
from the inside out.
-Anne-Marie D'Onofrio
Squawk! editor
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THINGS You DIDN'T EVEN KNOW You WERE THINKING ABOUT .
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Cloning:
Part 1
Science once again reared
its gruesomely prophetic head
over the holidays, as a bunch
of mad scientists announced
they had created the first successful human clone, which, in
a disturbing biblical allusion,
they named "Eve."
Clonaid, a Nevada-based
company whose name sounds
like it was pulled out of a
comic book, claimed in late
December to have performed
the deed. They have the spiri-

-

~

tual support of Claude
Vorhilon, a former French journalist who now calls himself
Rael and claims he was taken
into an alien spaceship in 1973
(from what I've heard, everyone went up to a spaceship in
the late 60s-early 70s), where
the
extraterrestrials called
Elohim explained that mankind
started out as (drumroll) ... a
CLONING experiment! The
aliens, Rael noted, were full of
harmony and had a good sense
of humor, which, if you think
about it, could explain a lot
about human behavior.
Rae! and his followers
believe that the ability to create
clones is the ultimate achieve-

•

ment of mankind. Not only
does it bring our existence full
circle, but it enables us to, in a
fashion, acquire "everlasting
life" through clone bodies.
Lord, isn't it great living in
the future? Arthur C. Clarke,
eat your heart out! Who needs
science fiction movies? We've
got the real thing!
Seriously; cloning and alien
cults were nothing more than
flights of fancy twenty years
ago. God (or Elohim) bless this
present-day world, where
wackos are free to run rampant
babbling about better living
through doning.
Rael says that, ultimately,
people will be able to "down-
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load" their consciousness into
a new host body as their previous body grows old.
This
might work for memories and .
information, but what about
the human soul? If the notion
of the human spirit is nothing
more than an abstract concept
existing within one's own mind,
then perhaps the consciousness
switcheroo will be successful.
But what if the soul is an actual, tangible thing; something
that can't be contained by any
machine or halted by Science?
What good is a body without
soul? No good at all. Just ask
James Brown.
At least the Raelians aren't
one of those damned doomsU

~
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day cults" that are going to kill
They will be
themselves.
around providing good laughs
for years to cOme.
The big question remains: is
the clone real or, as many
believe, a hoax? Now, as we
near the end of January,
Clonaid has yet to produce any
proof of the baby clone. We
may not ultimately know the
truth until the clone army
descends upon us.
Next Time- Clones at War!
-Brian Martin
assistant editor
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7:00 pm
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3: 0 pm
5:0 pm
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pm
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April 21
April 21-25
April 23 10:00 am - 4:00 pm
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7th Mo
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vie TBA 1& 9:00pm - ell Audi 0 um
25th C NO DAY 11-3:00pm - nee lawn
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Lady Chants season going downhill
By Nicole Service
editor-in-chief

3

When the Lady Chants basketball season
began with three victories, the team was on its way
to proving the e:x-perts and critics "Tong.
Until the 29-point loss to the College of
Charleston.
S.ince the beginning of December, CCU has
struggled in every game and ha not won by more
than 10 points since Nov. 26. With blowout 10 ses tD Liberty, UNC Wilmington, Cincinnati and
the aforementioned College of Charle ton, Coastal
fans are beginning to wonder what exactly they are
supposed to be TOoting for now.
With an overall record of 6-7,2-2 in conference
play, Coa tal is ranked five out of nine in the Big
South Conference in front of Winthrop, Radford,
UNC Asheville and Birmingham Southern.
Technically, the team is not out of the race yet.
The overtime win against Winthrop on Jan. 17
boosted the pirit of the team and the fans, perhaps signaling that the team is getting back on
track.
But unless the Lady Chants can begin a winning streak more impressive than three los e in a
TOW, it will not be long before they find themselves
ranked at the bottom of the list.
W 1/17/03: Coa tal 78, Winthrop 71
L 1/13/03: Elon 60, Coastal 50
L 1/11/03: High Point 57, Coastal 47

xxxv
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goo
By Willi Taylor
staff writer
It 100 Ii e the perfect
uper Bowl matchup:
Oakland' high-po 'ered
offen e again t Tampa
Ba Y' tingy d fen
"We' e got a tough
team coming up, Tampa
Ba ~n aid Jerry Rice, the
FL's all-time leading
receiver 110 ha aIr d
,'on three ring ith an
Frand co. "And it' goil g
to be a little unu ual facmg
an
Groden. But thi i
opportuni r of a lifetim
and I am ju 1 king for,'ard to th challeng. "
The chall ng
for
Oakland, whi h ored 71
points in two play ff rJ torie, including a 4 -24
d ci ion 0 rTenn
on
Sunda T for th AF tit!,
i not ju t to m e th b II
against Tampa Ba r but
al 0 find th
nd zon .
The Bu,
'ho b at
Philadelphi 27-IQ for til
FC champion hip, yielded tile fe,' t rar:
and
the fe\ 'e t point in th
1 ague.
One 0
th
b t
matchup n xt
will bRie, Br: 'Il again t
one of th tough t
ondary d fen
in th
league with Jerry Porter,
Barber, Lynch.
The Raid r, heading
to their first uper Bo in
19 year, ranked fir t in
total offen e and pas ing
offen e. The Bu ,going to
their first Super Bowl,
were o. I in total de~ n e
and pa s defen e. They
had a
league-high 3 I
interceptions, and defen-

T

J

tographer
ophomore Lu:ia Popovici g
Ii r
the ba t.

L 1/4/03: Liberty 6
Coa tal 40
W 1/2/03: Coa tal 4
Radford 3
L 12/29/02: Furman 61,
Coa tal 56
L
12/20/02:
U C
Wilmington 87, Coastal 55
W 12/18/02: Coa tal 72,
Ea t Tennessee tate 62
L 12/7/02: Cincinnati 92,
Coa tal 54
L 12/2/02: College of
Charle ton 90, Coa tal 61
W 11/22/02: Coastal 74,
Wofford 72
W 11/26/02: Coastal 77,
Campbell 53
W 11/23/02: Coastal 3,

,~:".x;""""""7"~~""""."«."'_~w.,_..._~~J Coker 59

-photo 1ry Emily Burdrrtt/stlljJ photographer
Nikki Reddick drives around the Winthrop defense for two points.

upe

th
longe t-t nul' d
Raid r
with IS
thought
pen. or it to om
fruition, you reall
dream about i
going to go et Jon."

UPCOMING

SCHEDULE

CCU

ME 's BASKETBAll.
vs. Liberty. Saturday, Jan. 25, 7 p.m.
WOME

's BASKETBALL

v . Charleston outhem.

Saturda~

basl~etball

Jan. 25, 5 p.m.

tal~es

the Big
•

South by sur
By Willis Taylor
staff writer
While most of us were at
home spending the holidays
with our families over Winter
Break, our basketball team has
been hard at work. The team is
showing much improvement
from a disappointing season last
year.
Coach Pete Strickland's
Chants played nine games over
the break, going 7-2, and one
game on Jan. 18 versus
Charleston Southern since
chool
has reconvened.
Unfortunately Coastal fell to the
CSU Buccaneers 72-69 in a
nationally televised game, falling
to 9-7 on the year and 2-2 in the
BSC.
Dec. 18, Coastal took on
Newberry College at Kimbel
Arena, improving their record to
4-3 while the Indians dropped to
2-8. E. J. Gallup, making his
debut after transferring from the
University of Albany, led all
scorers with 14 points, leading
Coastal to a 67-48 blowout.

Coastal hit the road on Dec.
20 to take on East Tennessee
State University. Senior Torrey
Butler and Gallup scored 19 and
16 respectively, but it wasn't
enough to hold off ETSU from
winning 93-82.
Upon
returning home,
Coastal broke for Christmas on
a good note, winning their first
Big South Conference matchup
of the season on Dec. 23.
Butler matched his season-high
with 23 points, while senior
Tony Darden et a eason-high
with 16 points as Coastal defeated Ea t Carolina, 90-71.
Dec. 29, Butler was at it
His
double-double,
again.
including I 7 points and II
rebounds, helped them seal a
70-60 win over Lees-McRae,
improving the overall record to
6-4.
On-New Year's Eve, th team
hit the road again to face
Clemson. Butler matched his
ea on high 23 points against
the Tigers, but CCU ended up
losing. 90-63.
Play continued in 2003 with

(photo from left): -Junior E J. Jallup attempts a long h
court. -Senior Tony Darden pu

the ball over tough

de~

0

lSe

a
conference
win
over
Birmingham Southern on Jan.
2. Butler led all scorers with a
season high 26 points. The
Chants improved to 7-5 overall
and remained unbeaten at home
with a record 5-0 at Kimbel
Arena. However, the game did
not count in Big South tandings
since Birmingham
Southern is still in a transitional
period \vith the NCAA. Gallup
finished \vith 12 points, and enior Derrick Robinson added 10.
Returning from a six day
break, the Chant traveled to
Rock Hill to take on defending
Big South Confer nee champion Winthrop. Coastal napped
a five year losing streak against
the Eagles, dating back to the
'96-'97 ea on. Butler finished
with 21, Gallup posted 12, and
Colin Steven added a career
high 10 points in the 64-50 win.
Jan. II, Coastal improved 95 and 2-0 in the Big South
Conference,
defeating High
Point on the road in a 77-75
thriller. Gallup cored 17 points
(which tied his career high). AI 0

against Loarle ton Southern -Gallup

~teal

the ball and driv's down the

n e for two. -' enior 'loITey Butler got' for a difficult lavup at th ~ end of the

fin;t half. -Mih i Raducanu and Derrick Robinson ch er ttamm te a they rest from the game for a few minutes. - enior Robin on go
around CS defcnse for two. -The three-point 10 s to C was marked by difficulty pen trating the paint on both id

~f

the ball. -

Rohinson take on the entire C. ' tC<lm as Raducanu get ready for a pos iblc rebound. -photos bJ' Em;[y Burchett, rtaff photograph"
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po ting double-figure, Darden
(15 point), Mihai Raducanu
(career be t 12 point), and
Butler (l0 points).
Coa tal came into the Jan.
13 matchup with Elon a th~ Big
South leader but \Va bar ly
overcome by the Pho nix in a
63-60 nail-biter_ Elon now
tand 8-3 all time against
eoa tal and 6-0 at home.
Jan. 18, in a battle of the 1 ague leaders, Coa tal fell to
Charle ton Southern t Kimb I
Arena. The core wa' tight
throughout the entire game.
Charleston outhern led by
thre at the intermission, 38-35,
which proved to be th difference in the game, with CCU
eventually 10 ing by thr e, 6972. hooting wa the dif~ renee
in the game a CSU hit 45.6
percent from th field while
Coa tal only managed 40 percen . Gallup wa on fire from
outsid the arch fini hing with
20 points while Butl r po t d
his third double-doubl with 19
points and a career best 14
rebound.

de ign by Ray Brown

